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In Horror Hospital Unplugged, well-known cutting-edge author Dennis Cooper and notorious artist Keith Mayerson collaborate to bring us the dark but hilarious story of Trevor Machine: a twenty-something, gay-but-sexually-confused lead singer of an L.A. indy band on its way to fame and fortune. Get A Copy. This is a graphic novel, which is a fancy term for a great big, expensive comic book with a more sturdy cover. However, do not be deceived - it is nothing like a Batman comic (well, except perhaps in the homoeroticism) or even a Betty and Veronica issue (ditto, and add the same brilliant campiness too). Dennis Cooper wrote the text, based on a short story of his which inspired the comic. Keith Mayerson is the graphic artist behind this project - and such drawings they are! This book is dizzying in its scope, references and drawing styles and techniques. Some pages might take you twenty minutes...Â Reviews of the Horror Hospital Unplugged: A Graphic Novel. AUSTIN. The first review I put my soul in.